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ABSTRACT
Hail ice impacts pose a serious threat to aircrafts structures—such as the wings, fuselage,
fan blades and engines—and can be extremely hazardous to the plane and passengers within
moments. To research these dangers, experiments were performed using molded ice spheres to
represent hail ice and were placed into 3-D printed sabot molds so that the ice would not deform
when projected at high velocity from a gas cannon onto a wooden panel. The goal of this
experiment is to create a sabot that will cleanly release the ice sphere and not interfere with the
hail ice replication.
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INTRODUCTION
a. Motivation
Hailstorms happen when warm, moist air underneath a cloud is creating a strong upward
draft that causes water droplets to move upwards into the cloud to such high altitudes and
freezing temperatures. As that hot air cools and loses energy the frozen water, or hail, begins to
fall and adds more layers of ice on its way down and then again gets pushed up into the cloud by
warm, moist air. A circular motion of this is created until the hail is too heavy to be pushed up by
the warm air and eventually falls to the ground.

Figure 1: Process of how hail is created1
Many aircrafts today are still being made with aluminum skins, where damage can be
easily spotted with the human eye. The latest airplane technology strives towards using more
composite due to the weight, structural integrity, and formability, however foreign object impact
damage has become a big concern. The elasticity of the composite outer skin can withstand a
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large amount of force without creating a visible crack or dent even though the internal structures
may be damaged. The aim of this work was to improve testing of ice impacts so that the ice
releases cleanly and will not get deformed prior t contact with material. This research could lead
to determining how they might break down and potentially improve material design in the future
to withstand these impacts.
In this experiment, hail ice has been created through using a rubber mold that was filled
with water. Each ice sphere weighed approximately 44.5g with a diameter of 1.75 inch. Any ice
spheres that were majorly deformed prior to testing were not used. To better understand the
damage of hail ice impacts, a 3-D printed impactor vehicle was created to hold the ice while
being shot from the gas cannon to prevent deformation of the ice. For this experiment,
particleboard was used to take the impact from the ice to see the severity of the damage the ice
can create.

b. Sabot Designs
A sabot is designed to hold the molded ice sphere in place as it moves through the
cannons barrel. The sabot molds are created to separate cleanly as soon as they leave the cannon
to prevent them from hitting the composite. Four different sabot designs were tested:
The first sabot is in two halves that are attached together at the bottom by a rubber gasket
as shown in figure 2 and 3. The goal for this sabot is that the two halves will separate once they
leave the cannon and the ice will continue on undamaged. The split sabot design weighs 18.4g
and the rubber gasket weighs 9.4g. The bottom diameter of these two pieces when combined was
2.1 inches, the top diameter was 2.375 and the height was 2.0 inches.
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Figures 2 & 3: Sabot Design #1 – Split with Rubber Gasket

The second has eight pegs with a rubber gasket at the bottom as shown in figure 4 and 5.
The goal of this sabot is that it will open up and break apart when the force of air hits it allowing
the ice to continue on. This sabot design weighs 24.5g and the rubber gasket weighs 9.4g. The
bottom diameter of this sabot was 2.1 inches, the top diameter was 2.375 inches and the height
was 2.5 inches.

Figures 4 & 5: Sabot Design #2 – Eight Peg with Rubber Gasket

The third is a solid sabot weighing 20.8g as shown in figures 6 and 7. This sabot had a
top diameter of 2.375 inches, a bottom diameter of 2.1 inches, and a height of 2 inches. The goal
of this design is that the ice ball and sabot will separate due to the force of the cannon without
damaging the ice.
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Figures 6 & 7: Sabot Design #3 – Solid Cup

The fourth and final sabot design has 10 pegs without the rubber ring at the bottom as
shown in figure 8 and 9. This sabot design’s goal is to break apart when shot out of the cannon.
This sabot design weighed 35.0g, the diameter on the top and the bottom were 2.375 inches, and
the height was 2.5 inches.

Figures 8 & 9: Sabot Design #4 – Ten Peg
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EXPERIMENTS
For this experiment a nitrogen cannon was used to shoot ice spheres replicating hail ice at
speeds up to 430 miles per hour (630 feet per second). Each ice sphere was measured to be 1.75
inches and weighed approximately 44.5g. A high-speed camera was set up to capture what
happened as the ice left the canon and heads towards the board. Each of the designs was tested
twice and the results were analyzed to see which one released the ice ball cleanly.
Before performing tests, the ice was first wrapped in paper to prevent it from rolling out
of each sabot when loaded into the barrel. The nitrogen tank was pressurized to 220 psi, the sabot
and ice were loaded into the barrel, and then sealed shut. The arming switch was turned on and
when ready, the red firing button (shown in figure 10) and the camera trigger button were
pressed simultaneously so that the camera could record exactly what happened at 12000 frames
per second. The average velocity for all the tests was 418 miles per hour (613 feet per second).
The length of the cannon is 20 feet and the length from the end of the cannon to the wooden plate
is 66 inches, so each test lasted approximately 0.0415 seconds. From the end of the barrel it took
0.00897 seconds before impact on the wooden board.

Figure 10: Arming Switch and Firing Button

Figure 11: Tanks and Loading Zone
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The first sabot tested was the 8-peg with a rubber gasket. During the first test, the rubber
gasket was too tight of a fit in the cannon barrel so the back broke off inside the barrel, shown in
figure 12 and 13. This test was unsuccessful because the sabot didn’t remain in one piece when
leaving the barrel; figure 13 shows the eight pegs flying with the ice. The second test with the 8peg sabot was a bit more successful. The rubber gasket was removed and the sabot shot cleanly
but the ice sphere never completely separated.

Figure 12: 8-Peg Sabot

Figure 13: 8-peg Test 1

The next sabot tested was the spilt piece with a rubber gasket shown in figure 14. During
both tests the split piece opened qualitatively and the ice ball was released cleanly, shown in
figure 15 and 16. This mold was very successful in creating a replication of hail ice impacts
without interference from the sabot mold.

Figure 13: Split Piece Sabot Mold and Rubber Gasket
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Figure 15: Split Piece Test 1

Figure 16: Split Piece Test 2

Next the solid sabot was tested, shown in figure 17. In both tests the ice didn’t begin to
separate from the sabot until right before impact. This design wasn’t successful because the sabot
and the ice hit the same spot on the board causing it to attach to the board.

Figure 17: Solid Cup Sabot

Figure 18: Solid Cup Test

Lastly, the 10-peg sabot was tested, shown in figure 19. During both tests, the ice ball
never left the sabot. In the images it shows the pegs were bending, so if the length of the testing
area was longer, then this sabot might have worked by breaking apart as anticipated.
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Figure 19: 10-Peg Sabot

Figure 20: 10-peg Test 1

Figure 21: 10-Peg Test 2

After all the testing was complete, the velocity was then determined. The average of all
the speeds was approximately 418 mph. By using the slow motion videos of the impacts, the
video was paused and the number of pixels was calculated from the front and the back of the
sabot molds. Using the solid cup as an example, there was a 47-pixel difference in the x direction
and a 5-pixel difference in the y direction from the front and the back of the sabot. The solid cup
has a height of 2 inches.
47! + 5! = 47.26 pixels per 2” = 23.63 pixels per inch
635 − 546 = 89 pixels
Interval on camera = 83.31!"
!"

!"

! !"#!

= !"".!" × !".!" !"/!" ×
! ! !".!"

!×!"! !"
!!

= 7.53×10! !"/! = 428.12 mph
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PROGRESS UPDATES
The first step of this experiment was to determine different kinds of impactor vehicles
that would protect the ice from deformation. After the four different designs were chosen, those
designs were modeled using Solidworks and then 3-D printed using ABS material. The printing
process took the longest, as we needed to send the files to 3Dhubs.com and wait two weeks for
the arrival of the parts. Once the parts were received, two of them had been damaged during
shipping. 3Dhubs offered to reprint them at no additional cost, however it took another week for
those to arrive. The ice molds were purchased in the meantime and casting of the ice molds
began, creating about a total of twenty. When all the parts had arrived, a day for testing was
decided. When testing was completed, all files were cut and saved as avi files.
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RESULTS
All of the sabot tests were successful in shooting and capturing images of what happened.
Each ice sphere that was shot was nicely molded and once they hit the wooden board, they
turned to snow instantaneously as shown in figure 22. The only sabot had the best outcome for
replicating hail ice impacts was the split piece sabot.

Figure 22: Ice Sphere turned to snow upon Impact

Each sabot had a different result. In the first test of the 8-peg sabot, the back piece broke
off completely because the rubber gasket was too tight of a fit (figure 23). In the second test of
the 8-peg sabot, the ice never separated so the force of the impact caused the sabot to stick to the
ice (figure 24). This was not the outcome that was desired.

Figure 23: 8-Peg Broken Back Piece

Figure 24: 8-peg Sabot Result
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The split piece sabot proved to have the best outcome. The two pieces split apart allowing
the ice ball to continue on freely. As shown in figure 25 the ice ball made a clean impact and the
two sabot pieces hit the wood in different places, not interfering with the replication of hail ice.
This design was very successful.

Figure 25: Split Piece Result

The solid sabot has the worst result of them all. The ice and the sabot did not separate so
the sabot made a hard impact into the wooden board too, interfering completely with the ice. As
shown in figure 26, there is no ice in the center because the impact of the sabot forced it out of
the middle. This design was very unsuccessful.

Figure 26: Solid Sabot Result
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The 10-peg sabot was the last one to be tested. Its outcome was not very desirable for this
one either. The ice and the sabot didn’t completely separate so the pegs of the sabot got stuck in
the ice. The pegs did begin to bend, as shown in figure 20 and 21, which could have resulted in
less pegs getting stuck in the ice. If the test area was longer then this sabot may have worked
better than it did. Overall, this sabot was unsuccessful.

Figure 27: 10-Peg Outcome

With extra time and nitrogen gas available, a third 10-peg sabot was used to shoot a
motorcycle helmet at the same speeds of 420 mph to evaluate the damage that can be done. As
shown in figure 28, the helmet is shown as whole and then in figure 29 the force of the ice and
the sabot nearly crushed the helmet. Figure 30 shows the helmet after impact, with the entire
frame bent and the padding on the inside has been deformed. This could easily crush a human
head.

Figure 28: Helmet as a Whole

Figure 29: Helmet during Impact
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Figure 30: Helmet after Impact
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the overall testing of sabots was very successful. The replication of hail ice
at speeds up to 430 miles per hour can simulate hail ice impacts on airplanes. The most
successful sabot was the split piece sabot, which opened qualitatively and cleanly separated from
the ice both times not interfering with the hail ice impact. The most unsuccessful sabot was the
solid cup that interfered completely with the ice impact and pushed the ice out of the center. If
testing of this experiment were expanded, new composite plates with the best suitable and
flexible material to resist these hail ice impacts could be found. Composite material is the future
in aircraft design, so my studies could be included and expanded for lots of different
improvements in the aerospace industry.
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